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Bang Bang!

The sniper rifle in Lin Yin's hand flung its guns in succession, a spiritual bullet
made from the condensation and compression of spiritual energy emitting a wind-breaking sound,
sealing the vacating position of the Steel Wings.

"A slash of the Yellow River breaks the flow of water!"

Zhao Chen, who was holding a large sword, leapt up into the airspace and landed,
and the sword fell with the impact of the descent, forming a cold sword light, with an aura like a
rainbow, as if this sword could even cut off the flow of the Yellow River!

Lin Hao's eyelids jumped wildly, why did Zhao Chen's slash feel somehow
familiar?

"The second slash opens up the mountains and splits the sea!"

The moment Zhao Chen's blade landed on the ground, he swept his blade out with
great speed, one vertical and one horizontal forming a cross blade qi straight towards Iron Wing

Kevin.



This was not all, Zhao Chen turned his hands, the back of his blade leaned against
the ground, the muzzle of his blade pointed to the sky, and fiercely drew his blade: "Three slashes
to break the heavens!"

Each of Zhao Chen's three slashes was several times more powerful than the
previous one, and with the last one, the air erupted with an ear-splitting sonic boom.

"Come to think of it." Lin Hao suddenly realized that the Senpai of the Seibei Wild

Blade, Shen Yidao's famous stance, he just didn't know what relationship this Zhao Chen had with

Shen Yidao.

Faced with the five people using all their strength to attack, Steel Wing Kevin

stood in place, not moving a single inch, his face filled with mockery.

The moment Chen Kai's summoned beast attacked Kevin, a pure white curtain of
light formed in front of Kevin's eyes. The moment the summoned beast's claws that swung and
broke gold touched the curtain of light, a ripple was created in the curtain of light, and with a

boom, Chen Kai's summoned beast flew backwards in response, and Chen Kai's corresponding
mouthful of blood spurted out, shaken by the repercussions.

Ye Yu's control formation, while holding it in check and unable to move, had no
output and could not harm Kevin in the slightest.

Lin Yin's aura-compressed bullets were directly bounced off the curtain of light.



Xiao Mu, whose gun came out like a dragon, was directly rebounded by the light

curtain and flew backwards, similar to an unequipped Han Xin hammering a Xiahou Dun with his

anti-armour, instead of hurting someone, he was shocked and spat out blood.

Zhao Chen was not too bad, and eventually the three swords converged in one

place. After Kevin's light curtain was severely split by the sword qi, a violent ripple rippled and

the light curtain shattered, and the sword qi dissipated.

Zhao Chen was invisibly shaken by a strong recoil, causing him to take a few

steps backwards. The light of the sword in his hand flickered and there were signs of it collapsing,
enough to see that the recoil had disrupted the aura in Zhao Chen's body.

"How could this happen!" Chen Kai wiped the blood from the corner of his mouth,
his face extremely ugly, and the others weren't much better.

Five people surrounded one person, and just breaking through the other's defenses
had left them all injured.

"Heh, if you're not capable, you should find your own position and stand firm

when you're beaten understand?" Kevin had a cold smile on his face.

"You're fucking looking for death, I'll fight you!" Chen Kai roared as his

summoned beast charged towards Kevin once again, before the summoned beast turned around

and pointed its butt at Kevin.



Lin Hao saw this scene and the corners of his mouth twitched fiercely as he
quickly hugged Lin Ruoshi and ran, Lei Ling had already reacted quickly to grab a step back.

"Zhao Chen! Lin Yin!"

Chen Kai yelled, and Lin Yin and Zhao Chen immediately responded!

The yellow-skinned man came at Kevin with an invincible chain of farts, and
smoke instantly rolled around him.

Vomit!

The onlookers who couldn't dodge were all nearly fainted by the fart and vomited
up a storm.

This thing even penetrated Kevin's light curtain, and Kevin was so smothered that

tears were streaming down his eyes, it was too spicy.

Zhao Chen and Lin Yin looked at each other, Zhao Chen flung his large sword in

his hand and a sword Qi was flung out, Lin Yin aimed at Zhao Chen's sword Qi and fired a shot

at the same time.



"Defensive Light Array!" Ye Yu was even more frightened as he activated the

formation in a hurry!

The sword qi and the bullet didn't enter the rolling fog, and the bullet collided

with the sword qi? Serve zero closed zero Lu Shanshan steak? The bullet and the sword qi

collided with each other, and a burst of fire erupted, while Ye Yu's formation formed a purple

curtain of light, wrapping all five of them in it.

And so, as if a missile had detonated with a bang, the yellow-skinned fart

exploded!
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"Ahhhhh~~! King de fark! I'll kill you all!"

From the centre of the explosion came Kevin's bared-eyed roar, a figure flashed
out with the sound of breaking wind, directly breaking through the sound barrier!

The light sabre in Kevin's hand slashed fiercely, and the formation set up by Ye

Yu was easily sliced apart by the light sabre like tofu.

If Zhao Chen hadn't reacted quickly and blocked it with the sword in his hand, the
sword would have collapsed into countless auras and scattered in the air, and Zhao Chen would

have retreated with a bruise on his chest.



It was thanks to Zhao Chen's quick reaction that his life would have been lost if it
wasn't for this blade Qi blocking his opponent's attack.

The rest of the three men were unfit for melee attacks and kicked Kevin out like a
sandbag.

"I told you to fart, I told you to fart!"

Kevin grabbed Chen Kai and kicked him furiously, controlling the force for the
sake of relieving the anger, fearing that if he was killed by one kick, he would not be able to kick
more to relieve the anger.

"He

tui

You foreigner, die!" Although the situation was still very miserable, Chen Kai was
not afraid of death, so he spat directly at Kevin's face.

Kevin was cursing, and the spittle went straight into Kevin's mouth!

Sick!



Kevin's face looked like he had eaten shit, and he raised his lightsaber horribly to
wipe Chen Kai's neck: "I'll kill you!"

"I guess, you don't dare to kill."

A light voice rang out as Kevin's lightsaber was 0.01 seconds away from landing

on Chen Kai's neck.

Lin Hao was not far away with his hands on his chest, cocking his head and

smiling slightly towards Kevin.

When Lin Hao smiled, life and death were unpredictable. Although Lin Hao's
voice sounded lightly, Kevin's movements couldn't help but stall, snapping back to stare at Lin
Hao with a gaze that was cold to the extreme.

"You want to mind your own business?"

Kevin looked at Lin Hao with disdain.

Once? Xi'ai Er Ai Serving Zhaoxi Yi? Lin Hao had fought with Jun Wu Ren on

the high seas and even captured the Wings of Steel, but this was no longer the age of high martial
arts but the age of Illusionary Spirit Masters!



No matter how powerful an existence once was, if it did not adapt to the trend of

the times, it would eventually die out with the times, fading away under the long river of the
times!

Under Kevin's technological mechanical eyes, they did not find that Lin Hao was
an Illusionary Spirit Master of any category, which meant that Lin Hao had not become an

Illusionary Spirit Master at all, but was still just a Martial Arts Master, and he was even less

interested in Lin Hao.

"Team, captain help ......" Chen Kai weakly opened his mouth to call for help,
blood gushed out of his mouth uncontrollably, his head had turned into a pig's head and his body
was beaten beyond recognition.

Xiao Mu wiped a handful of blood from his face and glared at Chen Kai with
dissatisfaction, "Can you have some backbone? Besides, he may not even be able to beat us, so
how could he possibly beat this half-human, half-mechanical monster!"

"Kam! You're not the one getting beaten up, are you?" Chen Kai was almost angry
with Xiao Mu, "Is it that hard to admit that someone is good?"

Xiao Mu had a black face and didn't say anything, first they were made to suffer
by Lin Hao with a 'plot', and now they had this foreign monster crushingly and miserably

defeated, making Xiao Mu, who was always proud, want to die.

"War Dragon Gun!"



Xiao Mu did not care about the miserable Chen Kai anymore, holding the black
lance in his hand, his aura surged wildly, the raging aura was injected into the lance, and the black
lance blossomed into a pure black light.

With the lance in his hand, Xiao Mu once again hissed and charged straight

towards Kevin: "I will not lose! You die for me ......"

Poof!

The sound of a sharp object piercing through his torso rang out, and Xiao Mu's
hissing came to an abrupt end.

Xiao Mu's lance didn't even touch Kevin, who dodged Xiao Mu's attack with a
dodge, and the next moment, a lightsaber pierced directly through Xiao Mu's shoulder!

Looking at the stinking face of disdain and contempt close at hand, it was none
other than Kevin.
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With the contempt of a victor, Kevin was too disdainful to even give such trash a second glance,
casually pulling his lightsaber out of Xiao Mu's shoulder, "You should be glad this is China, or
your corpse would be cold!"



"I agree." Lin Hao actually agreed with Kevin's words, "People like him who like

to die should be thankful to still be alive, otherwise they would have been carried away in a coffin,
their lives would have been in vain."

Pfft!

This shot from Lin Hao? Chak dye yi shan er chak whisk? The complementary

knife caused the grief-stricken Xiao Mu to spurt blood furiously and was so angry that he fainted.

The first thing you need to do is to take a look at the situation. This is China, our
home! People are bullying us right at our doorstep!"

Lin Hao shrugged helplessly, "How was I to know that he had such a poor mental

capacity, and that all his skills had been taken to cultivate his pride?"

Lin Yin and the others were speechless, while looking at Kevin, again filled with a
deep sense of powerlessness, the other party was too fast, their means couldn't limit the other party
at all, they were simply not an existence of the same magnitude.

Kevin disdainfully spat on the ground, "Unbeatable."

Kevin had just turned around when he saw Lin Hao hooking his finger towards
himself, his expression unbearably indebted as he raised his hands and gave a middle finger!



"You're looking for death!"

Kevin was furious, feeling like he had been provoked by a mole, his body fiercely
dodged towards Lin Hao, his body rubbing against the air with an ear-splitting sound due to his

speed!

As Kevin rushed towards Lin Hao, he crossed his two lightsabres and slashed at

him, forming a powerful cross light slash!

However, Lin Hao stood still and didn't make any extra movements, as if he was
dumbfounded by the sudden cross slash!

Seeing Lin Hao like this, a cruel look appeared in Kevin's eyes, however, the next
moment it was Kevin's turn to be dumbfounded.

The horrifying cross sword light passed straight through Lin Hao's body without
making any sound, Lin Hao's form collapsed under the impact of the sword energy, and the cross
sword light hit a wall directly behind Lin Hao without any hindrance, and in an instant a big

X-hole appeared in the wall!

Immediately afterwards, the killing energy contained within the sword light

exploded out, and the small two-storey concrete and steel building collapsed, so it was clear that
the power of Kevin's sword light was not too great.

"How could it be a residual shadow?" Kevin's face was unbearably ugly.



"We're fighting, can we be more serious please, who are you looking down on?"
Lin Hao's voice abruptly sounded behind Kevin.

Kevin's face changed dramatically and he was just about to turn around and swing
his sword to attack, but before he could turn around, he was suddenly hit by Lin Hao's foot on his
back, the terrifying force was even more terrifying than a truck hitting him at over 120mph.

With a loud bang, Kevin was kicked by Lin Hao and flung onto the hard concrete

floor, smashing a big crater hard, and Kevin was lying in a doggy position in the big crater.

Xiao Mu had just woken up from his coma to see this scene and once again
spurted out a mouthful of blood, "I'm fucking ......"

With his head tilted, Xiao Mu, who could not accept this fact, passed out again.

"Come on Captain, kill him! Dismantle him big time!" Chen Kai shouted with

unbridled excitement, while bitchily controlling his summoned beast, ready to sneak up on Kevin
and avenge the wild beating he had just received.

"Get lost!"



Lin Hao naturally found out a bit, directly kicked Chen Kai summoned beast to

fly out, you damn thing farting is a range of spell output, or indiscriminate kind of enemy, Lin
Hao does not want to eat farts!

"You have succeeded in pissing me off! You're going to pay for this with your

life!" Kevin gritted his teeth and stood up from the large pit, his eyes bloodshot with rage, the
mechanical bones of his body emitting a toothsome high frequency tremor, the aura on Kevin's
body began to surge furiously.
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"I can't believe I pissed off Instructor Kevin, this guy is dead."

"That's not true, this Chinese guy is too ignorant."

"The moment Instructor Kevin activated the Angel Heart Engine, his end was

already sealed."

Those in the Rice team who had followed Kevin along, seeing the state of Kevin,
they looked at Lin Hao as if he was a corpse.

Lin Hao was too lazy to talk, his right hand extended out and his aura condensed
into his sword. Raging thunder power surged on the sword, and there was even a thunderbolt

around Lin Hao? The sword was surrounded by thunder. The sword was surrounded by thunder,
and the sword emitted a compelling sharpness.



The power of thunder, in addition to being fierce and overwhelming, was also fast,
just like thunder!

Lin Hao transformed into a lightning bolt, his speed was so fast that he created a

streak of shadow, and it was almost difficult for the naked eye to capture his speed!

"Heh, quite fast, looks like I underestimated you, so you're an Illusionary Spirit
Battle Master." Kevin didn't give a damn about Lin Hao's terrifying speed, his mechanical eyes
directly locked onto Lin Hao's form, and with the terrifying support of his Angel Heart, Kevin's
speed was equally ridiculously fast.

The sky above where the two were fighting was filled with the residual shadows of
Kevin and Lin Hao, those with slightly less strength would not have been able to see the fight

clearly!

The violent sound of the fight and the terrifying after-effects of their attacks swept
through the surroundings, which would have injured an average first-class early stage Illusionary
Spirit Master!

"Go, Daddy!" Lin Ruoshi waved her little fist.



Lei Ling stroked Lin Ruoshi's head, "Don't worry, later on your daddy will be able
to dismantle that guy into a pile of scrap metal, then rebuild it and use it to cast a Transformer for
you to play with."

"This, this Captain Lin is so strong!" Chen Kai's gaze was dumbfounded as he

looked over the two of them entangled, he had tried his hardest to stare at them with wide eyes,
but as a result, he couldn't keep up with their speed at all, and was completely unable to tell which
one was the residual shadow and which one was the real body.

Lin Yin and Zhao Chen looked at the sky with complicated expressions, silent.

Ye Yu's soft voice rang out, "The captain is far more powerful than we know,
seemingly at a realm comparable to ours, but his combat power is far more than that, after all, he
worked his way out to become a heavenly pride that stirred up the clouds in the High Martial Era
by himself."

"Now he is also known as the Illusionary Spirit Battle Master of the New Era, how
could his combat power be worse, when he was fighting us, he was obviously letting his hair
down." Said Ye Yu as he glanced at the unconscious Xiao Mu: "It's a pity that this fellow Xiao Mu

is too proud and never willing to admit this."

Xiao Mu woke up leisurely and happened to hear this sentence from Ye Yu, a
mouthful of old blood stuck in his throat before he could spurt it out before he was once again out
of breath.

This stab, simply solid, and the one who made up for this stab was also the

goddess he adored.



Kevin and Lin Hao both tangled for a full ten minutes, yet neither side could help
anyone, their speed and attack power, and even their defense power were surprisingly on par.

"Damn, why is this happening!"

Kevin couldn't accept this fact, he had the increase of the Angel Heart Engine, but
his speed and attack power were evenly matched by Lin Hao, even his body strength was stronger
than his!

He couldn't accept it!

His body structure was made of a special alloy and was almost indestructible,
even if a late Grand Master martial artist fought him, he would be able to abuse him to the point

of no return, yet he couldn't help Lin Hao, a small first-class early stage Illusionary SpiritWarrior!

Dang!

Kevin's lightsaber and Lin Hao's spirit Qi condensed sword collided blatantly

together, sending out a flash of fire, and the tremendous recoil caused both of them to burst back

a step.



Lin Hao looked at Kevin with a bland expression, "You've really enhanced a lot,
but that's about it, comparable to a mid first class Illusionary Spirit Battle Master and infinitely

close to a late first class strength."
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Kevin's combat power was infinitely close to that of a first-class late Illusionary Spirit Battle
Master, enough to crush a strong person in the late Martial Arts Grand Master stage.

This was only the combat power of the T3000, I wonder how far the T4000,
which was even stronger than him, had been enhanced?

An existence like the Wings of Steel is simply extremely unfair to regular
practitioners, although they endure pain to turn themselves into a special half-human,
half-mechanical existence, yet they can easily? Italian Westwood closes the grasshopper? s gain

such terrifying combat power.

For those who cultivated one step at a time, it was extremely unfair.

"Why! Why are you only a first-class early stage Illusionary Spirit Battle Master,
how could you possibly beat me!"

"I have the Angel Heart Engine, even more alloy armour and a super

electromagnetic lightsaber! The realm is even higher than yours!" Compared to Lin Hao's
calmness, Kevin was utterly nonplussed.



This demon, was he really this powerful no matter what?

"No, this doesn't make sense, you can't be this strong! There must be something
wrong!" Kevin's current state of mind was similar to Xiao Mu's.

How could he accept that an existence that seemed like a molehill to him had
turned out to be an existence that he couldn't even manage to defeat!

"Want to know?" Lin Hao shrugged his shoulders, and the moment he spoke,
every word was heartbreaking: "It's simple, because, you're too, weak!"

Kevin was infuriated: "You ......"

"Good, good, really good I'm too weak!" Kevin laughed in anger.

Kevin is also a ruthless person, his right hand lightsaber fiercely towards his chest,
the lightsaber directly through the chest, blood mixed with machine oil gushed out wildly along

the lightsaber stabbed out the wound.

"What! Is Instructor Kevin actually going to use that move?"

"Impossible, how could this Chinese man with such a low realm force the

instructor to use that move?"



"I don't believe it, it can't be like that, this is all fake!"

The members of the Rice Illusionary Spirit Division were all in shock at this point,
simply unwilling to believe the scene before them!

The guy who should have become a cold corpse in one fell swoop was actually
pushing Instructor Kevin to the breaking point at this point!

Kevin's behaviour had confused Lin Hao: "No, why are you so bad at bearing your
heart? You're even worse than Xiao Mu, just admit it when you say you're weak, why don't you
kill yourself when you're fine.''

A certain guy who had just woken up leisurely, was once again pissed off.

Kevin simply ignored Lin Hao's mouthpiece and reached out and grabbed a

golden heart out of the hole in his chest.

The golden heart was still beating, and the moment it appeared, Lin Hao felt a
strong sense of palpitation, full of threat, and detected a rather familiar aura from this heart!

Kevin held his heart in his hands and looked up to the sky reverently, like a
pilgrim devotee.



"O great Lord of Angels! Please listen to my prayers, I am your most humble

believer, I will dedicate myself to you with my heart of faith, please, great angelic lord, send
down your holy light and grant me strength!"

Lin Hao's face changed slightly, crap, it was those guys again?

Believers of the Angelic Church, no wonder this aura felt surprisingly familiar.

A sacred six-manifold pillar of light descended from the sky and enveloped

Kevin's entire being, Kevin's expression was filled with a look of devotion to the point of madness
as he gripped the Angel Heart and directly crushed the golden Angel Heart in his hand with one
hand, an inexplicable aura wafted out from the heart and was quickly absorbed away by this pillar

of light.

At the same time, the six-manifold pillar of light shone brightly, and the alloy

armour on Kevin's body was slowly drenched in holy light, emitting a dazzling golden glow as

Kevin's aura likewise climbed.

He had gone from being infinitely close to being a first-class Late Illusionary
Spirit Warrior to crossing that threshold and becoming a true first-class Late Illusionary Spirit
Warrior.

There was still a huge difference in essence between being infinitely close and

actually reaching it.



Now Kevin's combat power had increased almost exponentially!
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The six-manifold formation dissipated and the holy light was all incorporated into Kevin's body,
who stared at Lin Hao with a crazed look in his eyes and laughed heartily, "You just said I was

weak? Now I'll show you who's weaker! Come and witness true power!"

A lifelike angelic sword made of holy light slowly appeared in Kevin's hand, and
the air rippled around the powerful blade.

Seeing this, Lin Hao didn't dare to be slow, as a sword qi began to quickly

coalesce around him, and at the same time, the sword qi fused with each other, forming a huge
sword that was one metre wide and about eight metres long in the blink of an eye!

As Kevin gripped the Angel's Sword, there was devotion on his face and pure

killing intent in his eyes: "Sword of Judgement!"

Kevin swung the Angel's Sword violently, and a huge golden sword light fell in

response, coming with a piercing killing intent like a rainbow.

"No matter how many spells you have in the world, only one sword can break all

spells!"



Lin Hao shouted in a low voice, without any unnecessary movements, his right
middle finger and index finger joined together and pointed towards Kevin: Go!

Two hundred sword qi fused together to form a giant sword that faced that golden
sword light, and the two instantly crossed the distance of space and time, colliding together,
sword tip to sword tip!

There was silence for a while, no earth-shattering roar, and no heat waves of

smoke and dust, as if the attacks of the two were in vain, yet the violent and raging ripples of air
at the point of collision between the golden and white sword tips were proof enough of how
terrifying the strike of both sides was, even annihilating the air at the point of collision instantly,
forming a vacuum.

The moment the sword light of the holy sword was obstructed, Kevin's gaze full
of killing intent became stunned, and his devout expression stiffened.

No? Er whisk yi lu whisk yi? It could be!

There was absolutely no way this could happen!

Why!

Even though the Lord of Angels had bestowed the shadow power of the Holy
Sword, he was still stopped by his opponent!



Kevin gritted his teeth, ignoring the blood and machine oil mixture that was

constantly being used at the door of his heart, and gritted his teeth as he frantically poured all his

power into the holy sword in his hand.

As the power poured in, the golden lightsaber that was at a standstill with Lin Hao
burst into a dazzling golden light, and its power soared again!

Seeing this, Lin Hao's gaze gleamed as the power of thunder exploded out, the
thunder dragon that surrounded the sword's body twisted and turned like a dragon dancing like a
snake, using its thunder body to crush the golden sword light!

"What!"

Kevin's eyes widened in shock as he watched the giant sword controlled by Lin

Hao break through the sword light of the holy sword like a thunderbolt, appearing directly in front
of him in an instant!

The Seventh Form of the Seven Killings Divine Sword Duel!

One sword, seven kills!

Inch by inch, the giant sword sank into Kevin's body, the sword light completely
drowning him!



"It's over." Lin Hao opened his mouth and turned to leave, true men never look
back at explosions!

When the sword light dispersed, Kevin was still suspended in the void, a look of
shock frozen on his face, as if time was frozen in this moment!

CLICK!

With a crunching sound, countless cracks appeared on Kevin's indestructible alloy
armour, followed by Kevin's entire body shattering into hundreds of steel fragments, still mixed
with flesh and blood raining down to the earth.

The leading instructor of the Mirage Master of Rice, pawn!

"Captain is awesome!"

Chen Kai was so excited that he jumped up and hissed, but unfortunately such a

violent movement tugged at the wounds on his body, causing Chen Kai to let out an
uncontrollable scream of misery.

Lin Yin and Zhao Chen looked at Lin Hao with incomparably complicated and
respectful expressions, while Xiao Mu was still lying unconscious on the ground.



"Captain Lin, just how strong are you now?" Ye Yu asked in a soft voice, she knew
that Lin Hao had preserved his strength when he fought them, but how could she have ever

thought that Lin Hao would be so powerful?

"I don't know, I can only know if I encounter a stronger Illusionary SpiritMaster to

fight." Lin Hao was also quite helpless, he really didn't know what level of combat power he

belonged to now, the realm was exactly First Class Early Illusionary Spirit Battle Master.

Now he didn't have the Xuan Yuan Sword, but he still had little problem in

slaughtering a late first class Illusionary Spirit Master, Lin Hao was still very satisfied with this.
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Ye Yu could not deny Lin Hao's answer, after all, at least a first-class peak Illusionary Spiritist had
not been found in China yet, and I was afraid that only an Illusionary Spiritist of this realm would

be able to test Lin Hao's depth.

"Stand still! You are not allowed to leave! You killed our instructor, we, the NATO
Illusionary Spiritist Alliance, will definitely not let you go!"

"Let's all go together and avenge our instructor!"

The dozens of Illusory Spirit Masters that Kevin had brought with him had furious

faces as they gathered their weapons or summoned their summoned beasts and swarmed towards
Lin Hao, attacking him in a group.



As for the Illusionary Spirit Masters from the other countries, they watched from

the sidelines and did not have the slightest intention to fight, but the look they gave Lin Hao was
full of scorn.

Di Wu Zero Er closed the closed service Yi? "Get lost!"

Without turning his head, Lin Hao flung a sword qi behind him, and the stunning
sword light exploded, directly lifting the dozen or so first-class early stage Illusionary Spirit

Masters out of the way, unable to even get close enough to get close!

Seeing that the dust had settled, Zhuque walked over from the far chase, her pretty
face grim as she shouted lowly, "What's going on? This is China's territory, do you want to die?"

"Captain Vermilion Bird, you have to do something for us, this Chinese Illusionist
is too lawless, he killed our instructor, if you don't deal with him seriously, our NATO Illusionist

Alliance will never stop!"

"That's right, we must punish him severely! He killed someone for no reason and

deliberately killed our instructor when he said he would spar, this is contempt for our North
Testament Illusionist Alliance!"

When they saw Zhu Que coming, they were in contact with Zhu Que and knew

that she was one of the three captains of the Dragon Group, so they rushed over to sue plus threaten,
with the complete attitude that if you don't punish Lin Hao severely, you will go to war with
China.



Vermilion Bird ignored these people and instead walked quickly in front of Lin
Hao.

Seeing Vermilion Bird aggressively walking towards Lin Hao, those NATO
illusionists were instantly excited, and indeed, China did not dare to offend them at all, so they
continued to beep even more arrogantly.

"Captain Vermilion Bird, just kill him! The only way to quell our anger is to give
thanks with death, a life for a life!"

"Use his blood to wash away our shame!"

Unfortunately, in the next moment, the shouts of these Illusionary SpiritMasters of

the Northern Alliance came to an abrupt end.

It was because Vermilion Bird quickly walked up to Lin Hao and asked with
immense respect, "Chief, what about the rest of these people?"

The Illusory Spirit Masters of the Northern Covenant had wonderful expressions at
this moment, with an expression that was worse than eating flies.

How could they have ever imagined that the person they had asked the Vermillion
Bird to crusade against would be the Vermillion Bird's chief!



Lin Hao turned around, cocked his head and pulled out his ears as he looked at the
members of the NATO Illusionist Alliance, "What did you guys just say?"

The illusionists of the NATO Alliance were all MMP in their hearts, what else did
they say?

If they made any more trouble, they would be crippled and thrown out of China's
territory, not to mention entering the spirit realm.

This was China's territory, and it was the first spirit domain in the world to open.

Their mission in coming here this time was to find a chance to try to open up the
spirit realm under their control with what was within the spirit realm of Thunder Split Mountain.

The dozen Illusionary Spirit Masters kept their mouths shut and avoided Lin Hao's
gaze, looking around as if they hadn't heard Lin Hao's voice at all.

Apparently, Kevin had completely given up for nothing.

Lin Hao didn't bother to pay any attention to them, he just instructed Vermilion

Bird, "You deal with it next, come back to me if you can't solve anything, besides, take good care
of our guests."



With Vermilion Bird's brain mapping ability, how could he not understand what

Lin Hao meant by this statement? Immediately, he understood and his eyes glowed, that he had
to take good care of these guys, after all, the thunder beasts in the spirit domain were very hungry.

The eight of them flew back to Jinling from Tianhai City, and Zhao Chen and his

five men followed Lin Hao to Jinling, where the top brass had specially set up the Dragon Group's
reserve training base, so that Lin Hao, the chief instructor, could teach these new recruits.

After all, it wasn't easy to get Lin Hao to agree to become an instructor for the
Dragon Group's reserve. As soon as he got off the plane, Lin Hao ditched the five men and took

Lei Ling and Lin Ruoshi back to the Lin family.
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Watching Lin Hao flee as if he was avoiding trouble, Chen Kai was filled with loss, "Hey, it was
so hard to catch a chance, and I wanted to pit a big meal, so at least he was once a trillionaire."

"People are also billionaires now, alright." Lin Yin stretched his hands, knowing
that even though the Tianhai Group had been donated to China, the monthly dividends from Lin

Hao's shares were still astronomical, plus the three Tianhai Group subsidiaries were still there.

Although Lin Hao made it clear that he did not want the shares of the three
subsidiaries, Mo Tianji, Jun Wuhuo and the others still regularly paid money into Lin Hao's
account.



"Mum, mum, I'm back!"

In the Lin family mansion, Lin Ruoshi had not even reached the entrance of the

small courtyard yet, when she heard from afar? er zero zai ai wu yisandi? Lin Ruoshi's cute voice
rang out.

"Little Shi is back!?" Shen Xiyan's face flushed with joy as she hurriedly stood up.

"My weird great-granddaughter is back." It just so happened that Xu Fanghua and
Lin Yun were both in Shen Xiyan's courtyard, and when they heard Xiao Shi's heartfelt voice, the
three hearts melted, and they took the initiative to run out to greet her with incomparable surprise.

Lin Ruoshi had just arrived outside the courtyard when Shen Xi Yan came out. Lin
Ruoshi ran towards Shen Xi Yan, who cooperated by squatting down and hugging Lin Ruoshi in

her arms.

"Mummy, Xiaoshi misses you." Lin Ruoshi looked so cute.

Shen Xiyan was happy, this little girl was her own daughter, but she only knew

how to cling to Lin Hao, but she didn't expect to come back from a trip and finally become her

own little cotton coat.

"Little Shi, just miss mommy?" Next to her, Xu Fanghua's wrinkled face was

filled with a kind smile, "Don't you miss Grandma?"



Xu Fanghua and Lin Yun's strength was continuing to plummet, now only

maintaining at the peak level of Grand Master, if they ran into a first class late stage Illusionary
Spirit Master, they might not even be able to beat it, it seemed that if they wanted to stay, they
would have to pay a certain price, fortunately their life expectancy was still equal to their previous
realm.

"Greetings, Great Grandmother, Greetings, Auntie." Lin Ruoshi greeted Xu

Fanghua and Lin Yun respectfully, but it made the three of them so happy, such a well-behaved,
understanding and cute little girl, that soft voice melted their hearts.

Lin Hao, on the other hand, was simply left unattended, and Lin Rui, who was not
far away, was full of gloating when he saw this scene.

Oh, how about that? You know how the old man felt when you first arrived, don't
you? You've lost your favour, haven't you lad!

Xu Fang Hua hugged Lin Ruo Shi and Lin Yun and left, only a few days after not

seeing Lin Ruo Shi, they all missed her, especially Xu Fang Hua, all those precious and
incomparable treasures, could not wait to give them all to Lin Ruo Shi in one go, just simply
hoping that Lin Ruo Shi would be happy.

"This trip to the Heavenly Sea, is it still going well? Is it dangerous inside the

Spiritual Domain?" Shen Xiyan was like a young daughter-in-law guarding her husband's return
home from work at the moment, stepping forward to fix Lin Hao's clothes and asking him about

his trip with concern.



Next to him, Xiong Er snickered, "I don't know if the Spiritual Domain is

dangerous or not, but I went into the Spiritual Domain with Big Boss, and the spirit beasts and

those explorers in the Spiritual Domain are the ones that are really dangerous."

The corners of Lin Hao's mouth twitched fiercely, this child, net of big words.

Shen Xiyan froze for a moment, not understanding what Xiong Er meant by this.

Lin Hao described everything that had happened in the Spiritual Domain to Shen
Xiyan, of course, omitting the dangerous parts, especially the several times he had gone to tease

Meng, the repeated horizontal jumps in front of the Naihe Bridge to his death, and the Two

Realms Abyss.

After listening to Lin Hao's description, Shen Xiyan almost burst out laughing:
"You're too rogue, aren't you? Why does it feel like you've been brought down by Xiong Er and
have such a heavy bandit aura."

Lin Hao was a little embarrassed, but he had to say that it was really cool.

Didn't everyone have a dark side, and doing bad things was thief exciting and

extra cool.

"But it doesn't matter how others are, as long as you're happy and you're fine."
Shen Xiyan didn't care about that, as long as her man was happy, nothing was more important
than that.
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Chapter 2009

"According to you, the current era has become the stage for Illusory Spirit Masters, so is it
possible for me to become an Illusory Spirit Master as well?" After hearing what Lin Hao said,
Shen Xiyan was probably able to think of something, the Qing Yun Heavenly Palace had

summoned all the Xuan Master powerhouses away at that time, fearing that it was forcibly ending
the High Martial Era and pushing for the era of Illusory Spirit Masters to come.

With all the Xuan Master powerhouses taken away, coupled with the erosion and

annihilation of the Dao's implication, then it was only natural that the quantum power would also

dissipate.

"Yes, I can try to turn you into an Illusory Spirit Master." Lin Hao nodded seriously,
this world was a world where strength was paramount, without strength how could they protect

themselves, even if they wanted to live an ordinary life, but without strength, how could they have

the power to choose the life they wanted?

"It's alright, let's talk about it, I'll go and put the water on for you to take a bath

first, after going out for so many days, it's time to wash up from the wind and dust." Shen Xiyan
smiled gently, it was good to be able to transform into an Illusionary Spirit Master, but there was
no need to rush.

Besides, a martial artist could only become an illusionary spirit warrior, not an
array master or an illusionary spirit mage.



Lin Hao didn't refuse, so after taking a nice bath, he came out and used his

courtyard as the base to carve an inscription formation!

Each inscription emitted a silver light and seemed to have thunder slowly flashing

around it.

Since the inscriptions in his sea of consciousness had forcibly poured a huge
amount of knowledge into Lin Hao's mind, he was now a complete know-it-all in the world of

Illusory Spirit World, there was basically nothing he didn't know.

"The Great Lightning Inducing Formation of the Zhou Heaven, rise!"

As the last inscription was inscribed by Lin Hao, the inscriptions scattered around
the courtyard emitted a silvery glow at the same time, surrounding the entire courtyard, a
thunderclap rang out, and lightning flashed incomparably in the courtyard!

Someone had once used a paintbrush to carve out the thunder of nature, and if one
took a closer look, one would find that every tiny detail of this thunder flicker was filled with a

sense of power, even the smallest thunder was filled with a momentum that was as powerful as

breaking.

Above the Lin family compound, dark clouds and muffled thunder rolled, and the
clouds seemed to be boiling boiling water, rolling rampantly.



As the sky darkened, the glow of the Great Lightning Invoking Formation of the

Peripheral Sky in Lin Hao's courtyard became even more blindingly obvious.

Lin? Xixi Di Di Wu Lu Land? s family, including the people of the Xu and Lei

families who lived in this area, all looked up in this direction.

Amongst the Xu Family, Xu Buwei's face was grim as he stared in the direction of

the Lin Family, cursing in a low, resentful voice, "Bastard, this is all my Xu Family's chance!
Damn Lin Hao!"

Xu Hongfeng had returned from the Spirit Realm, all out of shape, and after

anxiously inquiring, Xu Buwei was so angry that he spurted out a mouthful of old blood, narrowly
missing his back on the spot!

The Xu family's elites had been looted by Lin Hao in the Spirit Realm, and they

had even been taken to work as mining tools without pay, and they could not even eat if they did
not work hard, and if they were slightly lazy, they were beaten up.

In the end, Lin Hao left and they were finally able to dig up some thunder

meteorites, but as a result, the taxes in the Spiritual Domain suddenly increased a lot, and in the

end, the whole Xu family's squad only brought back a pitiful thirty thunder meteorites and one

spirit core, compared to Lin Hao, it was like the difference between a beggar and a millionaire!

"Feng'er, I'm sorry for your loss." Xu Buwei looked towards his son, he was going
to use these only thirty Thunder Meteorites and one Spirit Core, he was going to force himself to

become an Illusory Spirit Battle Master, his current strength had almost fallen down to the Grand
Master realm, he had to become an Illusory Spirit Battle Master as soon as possible!



Although Xu Hongfeng was somewhat reluctant, he was not stupid and gritted his

teeth, "Father, I am not aggrieved, only if you succeed can our Xu family have a backbone,
otherwise we will have to let the Lin and Lei families weigh us down for the rest of our lives."

"Good! That's my good son!"

......

In the Lin family, in Lin Hao's courtyard, Shen Xiyan was undergoing the baptism
and transformation of thunder in the inscription formation.

But Lin Hao was a bit annoyed, each of these inscriptions had a spirit core, thus
pulling the heavenly thunder to visit, only this dark cloud was over the Lin family, just thundering,
this thunder was dead.

Chapter 2010

Without the heavenly thunder as a guide, Shen Xiyan could have become an illusionary spirit

battle master who controlled thunder, but it was never perfect enough.

Lin Hao gritted his teeth, damn it, I don't believe you won't come down!



Lin Hao's body began to float with a sword qi that contained a thunderous thunder,
hundreds of sword qi coalesced in the blink of an eye!

"Brilliant heavenly power, use your sword to attract it! See my sword draw

thunder, go!"

Lin Hao pointed towards the sky, and hundreds of sword qi rushed up into the sky,
heading straight for the rolling dark clouds, the qi majestic and raging, seemingly with the
terrifying gesture of tearing the dark clouds apart!

Chen Kai and his group of five people went to the Dragon Group Reserve Training
Base, and finally several people discussed and bought some gifts and planned to visit Chief

Instructor Lin Hao at the Lin family, but Xiao Mu did not come over, and now Xiao Mu was as if

he had lost his soul.

This trip had really broken him down, and he had suffered an unspeakable double
blow both physically and internally.

"Kam ...... Which fellow Daoist is this here for the tribulation?"

Just after reaching the entrance of the Lin family, the crowd was instantly attracted
by the powerful sword qi, especially the amazing thunder that was about to fall from the sky

above, and this guy, Chen Kai, blurted out this sentence out of the blue.



The corners of Zhao Chen's three people's mouths twitched, and none of them

wanted to pay attention to him.

"Who are you looking for, gentlemen?" The Lin family attendant spotted Zhao

Chen's few people and went up to ask.

Chen Kai went up and shook hands with the Lin family guard in a self-effacing
manner, "We are the future first captains of the Dragon Group, and we have come especially to

visit Chief Instructor Lin Hao."

Zhao Chen blushed: you are really shameless, a reserve member, how dare you

speak shamelessly that you are the future first captain of the Dragon Group, even the word reserve
has been eaten by you?

When the guards heard this, they welcomed the four people inside with immense

respect. They naturally knew about the Dragon Group, especially the relationship between Chief
Zhuque and the family head, but the guards also told them that the family head was temporarily

unavailable at the moment and they needed to wait in the meeting room.

Chen Kai waved his hand indifferently, "I know, the head of the family is busy

with the tribulation."

At that very moment, hundreds of sharp sword lights shot up into the sky, while
Lin Hao's arrogant and unrestrained voice, standing proudly in the sky, rang out, "Brilliant
heavenly might, use your sword to draw it, watch my sword draw heavenly thunder, go!"



Chen Kai and the others paused violently and, like everyone else, looked up to the
heavens!

See? Closed Earth Lu Yi Shan whisked Yi Ai? With a hundred sword qi piercing

through the dark clouds, the dark clouds were instantly dispersed by a third, while the sword qi

filled with thunder power contained a huge thunder power, and the thunder around them was also

drawn.

Most of all, the thunder in the dark cloud, as if it possessed consciousness, sensed
Lin Hao's provocation and burst into a fury!

The rolling thunder surged even more furiously, a deafening thunderclap
resounded through the surrounding heaven and earth, and a thunderbolt of arm's thickness, drawn
by the sword qi, descended from the sky and came straight at Lin Hao!

This formation was originally a thunder attraction formation, not to mention that
with the effect of same-sex attraction, the thunder meteor that contained the power of thunder was
directly as obvious as a lighthouse in the darkness of the night, brightly attracting the thunder of
the sky to fall.

"Haha, good timing!"

Lin Hao laughed loudly, wielding a sword qi, surrounded by thunderbolts not

advancing but retreating, like the capital of a thunder god rushing into the sky!



Ka-ching!

Boom boom boom!

In the blink of an eye, hundreds of arm-thick thunderbolts blasted at Lin Hao's
body, emitting a deafening roar!

However, Lin Hao was not harmed in the slightest, the moment these thunderbolts
touched Lin Hao's torso, they directly entered Lin Hao's body, flying through his limbs and

bones, ravaging Lin Hao's meridians while at the same time continuously solidifying and

expanding Lin Hao's meridians!

However, the thunder was so fast that the countless arm-thick thunder invaded his
body, quickly making Lin Hao feel swollen and uncomfortable, as if his meridians were about to
burst from the powerful thunder.

Lin Hao grunted, gritting his teeth and enduring the pain as he continued to let the
violent thunder quench his limbs and bones, eventually turning it into the purest thunder origin
and merging it into his sea of consciousness.
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